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ABSTRACT
The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) launched 2 QbX CubeSats from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station on
December 8, 2010 as secondary payloads aboard SpaceX’s Falcon 9 launch vehicle, leveraging the flight
opportunity provided by the first COTS Demo Flight of SpaceX’s Dragon Module. This paper will describe the
development of the QbX CubeSats, present measured flight data, and evaluate the overall mission performance of
the QbX CubeSats.

The Electrical Power System (EPS) used on QbX was
the 3U Deployable CubeSat Power System from Clyde
Space. Primary power was provided by seven solar
panels, 3 body-mounted and 4 deployable, with 6 Solar
Cells each and two additional Solar Panels with 2 Solar
Cells each. A configuration of 2 series, 3 parallel Li Ion
pouch cells provided secondary power. The Emcore
Advanced Triple-Junction (ATJ) cells used measured
70mm x 40mm and were ~27% efficient (BOL). The
deployable panels served a dual purpose in that at the
relatively low altitude of our orbit (300km nominal) the
resultant atmospheric drag made 3-axis control of the
spacecraft difficult at best. Our novel solution was to
utilize the drag to orient the spacecraft towards its
lowest energy state – the so called “space dart”
configuration shown in Figure 1. Further details may be
found in our previous paper [3].

INTRODUCTION
The CubeSat Experiment (QbX) was designed to
explore the feasibility of utilizing a common
nanosatellite platform for on-orbit experimentation,
technology maturation, and to deploy new capabilities
faster and with reduced costs over traditional satellite
platforms. For this effort, the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) received two CubeSat buses from
the National Reconnaissance Office’s (NRO) Colony
Program. The provided Colony I buses were 3U
(30x10x10 cm) CubeSat buses built by Pumpkin, Inc.
of San Francisco, California.
Pumpkin Bus
The following are the components that comprise the
MISC 2 (Colony 1) bus. The spacecraft structure is
composed of a compartmented aluminum frame
housing the bus components, the ACS subsystem, and a
separable payload section. The 3U structure is divided
into (approximately) ¾U for the bus electronic
components, ¾U for the Attitude Control Module, and
1.5U for the payload components. The structural
components meet the requirements of both the CalPoly
CubeSat Standard [1] and the CalPoly P-POD Standard
[2]. Within the bus section, the Command and Data
Handling (C&DH), the Telemetry, Tracking, and
Commanding (TT&C), mass storage, and power
switching functions are performed by the Flight Mother
Board (FMB). Utilizing an open and extensible
architecture, the FMB accepts numerous types of
Pluggable Processor Modules (PPM). Developed in
conjunction with QbX by Pumpkin, an 8051-based
PPM was selected to allow substantive software reuse
by NRL.
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Five independent peak power trackers regulated the
solar array power and charged the battery. The EPS
provided both regulated and unregulated power to the
spacecraft load. In this paper, the flight performance of
the EPS will be reviewed. Flight data on the battery and
solar arrays will be presented and compared with
ground test data and a power system model.
Additionally, observations from integration and test
will be shared to provide a complete picture of using
this EPS over the course of a program.
In the middle of the 3U CubeSat structure is an IMI-100
Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem (ADCS)
from Maryland Aerospace, Inc. (formerly IntelliTech
Microsystems, Inc. – IMI). The IMI-100 provides
miniature reaction wheels, torque coils for momentum
dumping, and an external magnetometer for 3-axis
knowledge and control to better than 1° pointing.
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Figure 1: Components of the Colony 1 bus.

provides a stabilization torque that, augmented with a
single momentum bias wheel for stiffness and three
torque coils for magnetic damping, provides stable
pointing to within five degrees of nadir throughout the
orbit. The hybrid passive/active attitude control system
required no attitude sensing other than measurement of
the local magnetic field using a three-axis
magnetometer.

Payload
The payload components consisted of a custom built
Bus to Payload Interface Card (BIB), a custom-built,
half-duplex TT&C radio, and experimental Low Rate
Modem (LRM) used for the primary communications
experiments, and a custom-build deployable dualantenna with a central UHF (TT&C) monopole
surrounded by a quadrifiler helix antenna.

Flight software, antennas, and the TTC radio were built
and integrated by NRL. Environmental testing of the
completed package was performed in NRL’s extensive
spacecraft testing facilities. Ground stations on the east
and west coasts provided coverage for command loads
and data collection, controlled via VPN from NRL’s
Blossom Point Satellite Tracking and Command Station
in southern Maryland.

NRL’s Spacecraft Engineering Department engineers
tested and integrated the nanosatellites before launch,
and communicated successfully with them after onorbit deployment. The tracking, telemetry, and
command (TTC) radio was fully functional, providing
reliable two-way data transfers. The flight software
provided an onboard scheduler for routine vehicle
control and operation. All deployments, including solar
arrays and antennas, were verified shortly after launch.
Commands were sent to the satellites and data profiles
were received from the onboard systems. Spacecraft
attitude operated in a novel “space dart” mode, so
called because of the shape of the deployed satellite. In
this mode, atmospheric drag in the low orbit (300 km)
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Flight software consisted of compiled C code running
on the SiLabs C8051F120 microprocessor. Flight
software's primary tasks were message handling,
telemetry processing, stored telemetry logging, file
system management on the SD Card, queued tasks, and
fault-detection, isolation and recovery (FDIR).
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Figure 2: QbX Payload Components

implementation schedule and reduce risk, the MC3 is
required to be compatible with the ground system of a
central operations facility. Therefore, these remote units
must host the CGA software. They are self-contained
units, requiring only a power connection and access to
commercial internet connectivity at the remote location.

Mobile CubeSat Command & Control (MC3) System
The Mobile CubeSat Command and Control [MC3]
System used for simultaneous command and control of
both satellites consists of a small portable shipping
container with dual antenna pedestals. The equipment is
primarily off the shelf commercial hardware including
equipment from Dell, Yaesu, and ICOM. A virtual
private network [VPN] is configured between the MC3
and the central operations facility, NRL’s Blossom
Point Tracking Facility (BPTF).

Implementation
The ground station is used as the central hub for the
CubeSat operations. Once the CubeSats are on-orbit,
data the remotely located MC3s collect data at every
opportunity and transfer the data via VPN back to the
central operations facility in near real-time. The central
operations facility collects, assembles, and distributes
the mission data to the end-users. Both ends of the data
collection and dissemination from the MC3 are
accomplished with the CGA software system. In
addition, the CGA software is used to support CubeSat
integration and test prior to flight operations.

The MC3 is controlled with a laptop PC running Linux.
The Common Ground Architecture [CGA] software
was ported from a UNIX based workstation
environment to a portable PC. The CGA has been in
use for over 20 years and has the capability of handling
multiple simultaneous space-to-ground contacts. The
high level of automation allows satellite constellations
to be managed with a small amount of operations labor.

Note that while the specific implementation used for
this build makes use of the central operations facility as
a hub for operations, each MC3 is capable of operating
in a standalone mode. Each unit can be operated locally

Requirements
A CubeSat operational system is used to provide
command and control for multiple CubeSat vehicles
simultaneously via remotely located and controlled
communication systems. In order to minimize the
Arnold
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with a human-in-the-loop, remotely controlled, or mote
typically in a fully autonomous mode.

facility complements and supports NRL’s skills in
space systems by providing flight operations and
mission data processing. The central operations facility
consists of the ground station antennas, mission
operations center, and an existing infrastructure to
provide space segment command, control, and
management for civil and government customers.

CGA
A Satellite Tracking Facility provides command,
control, communications, network engineering, and
management of on-orbit assets. A central operations

Figure 3: MC3 Block Diagram
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Figure 4: CGA Structure
MUS includes an orbital library, input/output interface
libraries, ground equipment interfaces, automatically
generated displays, software simulation, command and
telemetry templates, and mission planning product
support.

The central operations facility uses the governmentowned, non-proprietary Common Ground Architecture
CGA software system for satellite subsystem and
system development, integration and test, launch
operations, and mission operations. It was conceived
and developed in the early 1980’s on a VAX/VMS
platform. In 1994, the system was converted to the
UNIX operating system to enable platform
independence. Figure 4 gives a graphical depiction of
the CGA internal software hierarchy.
The Core CGA infrastructure code contains command
and telemetry processing, data and status display,
interprocess communication, task control and status,
logging, data recording, retrieval, and analysis, resource
allocation and control, trending, and automated
scheduling. Contained within CGA is also the
Automated Ground Operations [AGO] software, which
allows for unmanned operation of the MC3. The AGO
continually monitors all aspects of the operations
including hardware, software, contacts, and the
spacecraft. AGO detects errors and performs corrective
actions. Additionally, AGO notifies operations
personnel of status and errors via e-mail and/or text
messaging/paging.

Figure 5: CGA Screenshot

CGA provides a reusable code base for use in
developing the Mission Unique Software [MUS]. By
applying CGA to an existing system, the adaptability
and functionality significantly reduces the MUS
development while appreciably reducing the recurring
operations and maintenance cost. Reusable code in the

For the CubeSat MC3 implementation, CGA was
enhanced to support a heterogeneous architecture.
Heterogeneous architecture refers to a network of
computers with mixed endian, big and little, using PC
and Sun platforms. CGA was originally developed for
use in homogeneous networks, all Suns or all PCs;
however, CubeSat required a CGA Software Bus
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remotely scheduled, tested, and controlled from the
CGA system at the central operations facility.

communications code enhancement to handle data
swapping.

The up/downlink communications are achieved using
UHF links. Each MC3 enclosure contains two UHF
communications systems – one for each of two
CubeSats.

Figure 6: MC3 antenna
The hardware components within the MC3 system (see
Table 1) required device drivers to be written to allow
setup, configuration, control, and status polling
remotely from the central operations facility. CGA was
upgraded to use CubeSat one-line element sets for
spacecraft ephemerides from NAVSPASUR.

Figure 7: MC3 enclosure - front view
With multiple MC3s the CubeSat concept can easily be
extended to support a constellation of many satellites.
With multiple units deployed worldwide, a costeffective CubeSat ground network can be constructed
(Figure 8).

Ground System Hardware
The MC3 comprises a Linux-based laptop PC, hosting
the CGA system with a USB/UART interface to the
hardware listed in Table 1. The MC3 uses mostly
commercial hardware to provide the CubeSat uplink
and downlink communications and data transfer.
Hardware setup and operation is accomplished remotely
via CGA interface from the central operations facility.

ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS
The deployed MC3 systems allow the central
operations facility to provide real-time telemetry and
command functions for two satellites.

The MC3 unit is a portable, self-contained unit for
remote use. The shipping enclosure includes the
capability to rack mount all the equipment and has
removable front and back panels. The enclosure has
built-in shock and vibration protection. The enclosure
and associated equipment can be seen in Figure 7.

Nominally, all mission tasking and operations are
performed at the central operations facility. After the
remote overhead CubeSat contact is completed, the
telemetry and experiment data are immediately
transferred to the central operations facility via VPN for
viewing, dissemination, and storage. If the WAN
connection is lost, data is recorded locally at the MC3
and transferred to the central operations facility when
the WAN connection is restored.

OPERATIONS CONCEPT
Two MC3s are deployed to extend the view from the
central operations facility and provide remote ground
terminal capability. Each MC3 is unmanned and
Arnold
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The MC3 can function as a bent pipe or standalone
system. When collecting data, the MC3 transfers data to
the central operations facility in near real-time.
Simultaneously, the data is always stored on the local

hard disk. If the VPN line loses connectivity, the
collecting data continues to be written to the local disk
until the WAN connectivity is restored. At that time,
the stored data begins transferring where it left off.

Figure 8: An as-deployed MC3, including transit case and antennas.

Table 1: MC3 Hardware Component Listing
Qty

Function

Mfg

Model

2

UHF Transceiver

ICOM

IC-910H

1

UHF Modem Control

ICOM

CT-17

2

UHF Modulator/Demodulator

Custom

I2K

2

Antenna Controller Interface

Yaesu

GS-232B

1

GPS Network Time Server

Symmetricom

S250

1

Uninterruptible Power Supply

APC

Back-UPS RS
1500VA

1

Computer

Dell

M4400

1

Enclosure

Hardigg

2

Az/El antenna rotator controller

Yaesu

G-5500

1

8 port 10/100 Ethernet switch

Cisco

SRW208P

1

VPN Firewall

GTA

GB-800e

2

LNA

ICOM

2

UHF Antenna

M2
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spacecraft was in the form of short 8 to 10 minute
windows, depending on the pass, conducted in a halfduplex mode. Typical transmit/receive windows were
30 seconds each. Flight software handled message
processing, telemetry, stored logs, and stored
commands in the form of queued scripts which ran even
while the spacecraft was out of view. These scripts
would ensure that the vehicle was in safe mode while
out of view of a ground station and configure the radio
or payload before each pass. A new script was loaded
on the first pass of each day and caused the vehicle to
“wake up” just prior to each pass.

MISSION-OPERATIONS/FSW
QbX mission operations were conducted at the Blossom
Point Test Facility (BPTF) near La Plata, MD. BPTF
was used as the central command and control station by
connecting remotely to the Mobile CubeSat Command
and Control (MC3) systems located in Melbourne, FL
and Fort Huachuca, AZ.
The CubeSats were launched on a Falcon 9 rocket from
Cape Canaveral Air Station at 10:43 EST on December
8th, 2010. The two QbX CubeSats, along with several
others from the US Army and the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, were released from their P-PODs mounted
to the Dragon Trunk, directly below the Dragon
Capsule approximately 40 minutes after launch. The
mission operations team was able to establish UHF
communication with each satellite on the first pass over
the MC3 located in Florida. Initially, telemetry came
down steadily but commanding was intermittent. This
was likely due to poor ephemeris and ground tracking
which improved substantially as the orbits of the other
CubeSats launched from the Dragon capsule began to
drift apart.

The primary mission of QbX was the testing of an
experimental radio to conduct data transfers between
separate ground stations and an orbiting satellite
constellation. As seen in Figure 9, upon acquisition and
acknowledgement of a signal between the ground
station and the orbiting CubeSat, a data transfer would
be initiated. Some or all of a data file would be
transferred, either up or down. As the CubeSat moved
out of contact with the first ground station, handshaking
with the second CubeSat would continue the data
transfer process. A handshaking protocol was
developed to initiate data transfers.

Checkout of the UHF Comms went smoothly and was
completed in the first several days. Contact with the

Figure 9: CubeSat/Ground Station data transfers occur between multiple ground stations AND multiple
CubeSats

Arnold
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Success with the payload was limited. Tests with the
payload were conducted on QbX1 due to frequent
processor resets on QbX2. After fixing a problem with
the time-correlation pulse (TCP), the ground radio
consistently received pings but with no data. After
debugging the software logs it appeared that
handshaking was initiated but never completed and no
data was transferred between flight and ground systems.
The remainder of payload operations was spent trying
different configurations of the payload but in the end no
data was transferred. At several points commands were
transferred over the payload radio but we were never
able to transfer any data to the ground.

12/22/2010 1:38:12 GMT until 12/22/2010 6:38:07
GMT. These logs have been used to generate the ACS
and EPS graphs discussed in subsequent sections of this
paper.

Aside from payload and radio tests, system status was
gathered through contacts with the ground stations.
Stored logs were downlinked through the UHF radio. In
total, there were 34 logs, each with ten to fifteen
minutes of ACS and EPS data. The highlight of these
logs is several hours of consecutive data points from

Five independent peak power trackers regulated the
solar array power and charged the battery. The EPS
provided both regulated and unregulated power to the
spacecraft load. Figure 10 shows a simplified block
diagram of the Electrical Power System.

ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM
The Electrical Power System (EPS) used on QbX was
the 3U Deployable CubeSat Power System from Clyde
Space. Primary power was provided by seven solar
panels with 6 Solar Cells each and two additional Solar
Panels with 2 Solar Cells each. A configuration of 2
series, 3 parallel Li Ion pouch cells provided secondary
power.

Figure 10: Electrical Power System (EPS) Block Diagram.

Arnold
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The solar array strings did not include series diodes to
isolate them from each other. This was done to avoid
the diode drop and maximize the power delivered from
the panels. When the Remove-Before-Flight (RBF)
Switch was removed, the lack of series diodes resulted
in the battery being connected to the positive terminal
of the solar arrays through the body diode of the high
side switch of the MPPT. There were several exposed
conductors on the panels (such as the pins on unused
connectors) that were “hot” on the panels. Extra care
was taken during ground test and handling to ensure
that the battery was not inadvertently shorted through
one of the solar panel connections. Once the EPS fix
was installed this was less of an issue as both the
Remove-Before-Flight (RBF) and separation switches
needed to be “out” for the battery voltage to be present
on the solar arrays and the CubeSats were generally not
handled in this configuration.

Maximum Peak Power Trackers
The Clyde Space EPS featured 5 independent
maximum peak power trackers (MPPT). Each circuit
was self-contained and did not require interaction with
the main processor to track the maximum power point.
The solar arrays with 6 cells were connected in pairs to
the first 4 peak power trackers which were buck type
converters. Each converter had a maximum output
power of 8 Watts. The 2 cell solar arrays were
connected to the 5th MPPT which was a SEPIC
converter that had a maximum power output of 5 Watts.
The MPPTs charged the battery to a fixed voltage.
Once the batteries were fully charged, the MPPTs were
powered off for a short duration to limit the power
coming in from the solar arrays and keep the battery
topped off.
An early issue encountered with the EPS was that there
was significant leakage current from the batteries into
the output of the MPPTs when the RBF switch was
removed. This caused several battery packs to
experience over discharge events and be damaged.
Clyde Space developed a solution for this problem and
it was added to the CubeSats. The fix entailed adding a
series PFET with the MPPT outputs such that the
leakage current was blocked. When the separation
switch was closed, the PFET was turned on so that the
drop of the PFET body diode did not affect operation of
the MPPTs.

Battery System
The battery system consisted of a 3 parallel, 2 series
configuration of Lithium-Ion pouch cells. The
nameplate capacity of the cells was 1.25 AHr over a
voltage range of 3.5 Volts to 4.1 Volts (for a stack
voltage of 7.0 Volts to 8.2 Volts). Each battery reported
stack voltage, mid-point voltage, bipolar current, and
temperature. A heater was integrated into each battery.
The three stacks of cells were on two different printed
wiring board assemblies with two stacks on the main
battery board and an additional stack on the remote
battery board. Ground testing of the battery cells was
limited due to the highly integrated nature of the system
although the batteries were cycled extensively in
normal ground testing. Battery heater operation was
verified in thermal chamber testing.

Solar Arrays
The solar panel configuration consisted of 4 deployed
panels with 6 solar cells each, and 5 body mounted
panels. 3 of the body mounted panels had 6 cells per
panel, while the remaining 2 panels had 2 cells. The
panels were connected to the MPPT converters in pairs
such that both panels could not be illuminated at the
same time (for example, a pair of panels would be on
opposite faces of the CubeSat, +x and –x). Voltage,
current, and temperature telemetry were reported for
each panel. All cells were Emcore Advanced Triplejunction (ATJ) cells with a nominal efficiency of 27.5%
at 28°C and AM0. The cells did not include an
integrated protection diode to prevent damage to the
cell under reverse bias. Ground test of the large panels
was limited to I-V curves at ambient sun illumination
and conductivity tests. The 2 cell panels were small
enough that they could be illuminated by an X-25 sun
simulator to capture calibrated I-V curves. This data
was used to calibrate the ambient I-V curves of the
large panels and also incorporated into the energy
balance model.
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Several battery packs were damaged during the course
of ground testing. Several factors contributed to these
malfunctions. First, when the RBF switch was removed,
a previously unknown parasitic current would flow
from the battery into the MPPT output. The current
would slowly drain the batteries until an over discharge
condition occurred. This would cause the batteries to
fail. This condition was corrected in later revisions with
the “EPS fix”. Another failure mode involved the
inadvertent closing of both the separation and RBF
switches, causing the CubeSat to turn on. While the
main computers would eventually be powered off, there
was still sufficient load to over discharge the battery
and damage the cells. The NRL-designed MAGE
securely held the separation switch in place, but when
the CubeSats were in other configurations, such as in
their storage cases, this condition could occur.
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Battery Voltage vs. Time
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Figure 11: Collected orbital data for Battery Voltage vs. Time.
Ground Testing

Energy Balance Management

The Pumpkin bus provided ground power through a
USB connection to the 5th peak power tracker. Since a
USB port can only supply 2.5 Watts of power (0.5
Amps at 5V), it was not possible to power the CubeSat
off of ground power alone and additional power was
provided by the battery. The ground power became a
limiting factor to testing as it was only possible to run
for a short duration before loads would have to be
powered down to recharge the battery. An umbilical
port was added to the CubeSat that allowed an unused
channel on the 4th peak power tracker to be used to
provide extra power. Since the 4th peak power tracker
has a higher output rating, it was possible to run the
CubeSat bus from ground power. For situations in
which extensive testing of the payload was required,
additional power connections to the remaining MPPTs
were made through the solar array harness. The
umbilical port also included a direct connection to the
main power bus so that the main processor could be
powered on when the separation switch was open (such
as when in the PPOD). This power connection was used
once in the PPOD to monitor the battery voltages and
load the final flight software.

The payload for the QbX drew a high amount of power.
Additionally, since the solar panels were all body fixed
and could not track the sun, the beta angle, and hence
the launch date, drove the amount of available power.
These two factors combined to make the mission power
constrained. Under an ideal situation, 5 of the 9 solar
panels will be in sun, although none of them will be at
normal incidence. Under worst case conditions, only
two panels will be in sun, although they will be at
normal incidence and producing their maximum power.
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Since the CubeSat was in low earth orbit, the eclipse
time is roughly one-third of the orbit period and reduces
the orbital average power. Over the course of the
mission, the beta angle ranged from +6° to -63°. The
range of orbital average power available from the
MPPTs was 8.0 Watts to 5.1 Watts as predicted by the
energy balance model. The typical load on the CubeSat
was 5.0 Watts. The peak load occurred when the
payload was on which was 15.5 Watts. The payload
operated only over ground stations, which limited the
orbital average load power. The orbital average load
power ranged from 5.0 Watts when there were no
contacts in an orbit to 6.8 Watts when there were
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multiple contacts in an orbit. In general the load could
be managed so that the batteries were fully charged
during each orbit. In cases where the orbital average
load power exceeds what the solar arrays could
produce, the battery was able to sustain the load until
the batteries could be fully recharged during an orbit
with no ground contacts.

Attitude Determination and Control
The triple CubeSat space dart pointing control behaved
as expected throughout the course of the mission. In the
paper [3], the attitude control system performance was
analyzed.. The Attitude Determination and Control
(ADACS) system consisted of an IntelliTech
Microsystems Inc. IMI-100, which included three
reaction wheels, three torque coils, and a three axis
magnetometer.

REVIEW OF FLIGHT DATA
Battery Data

There were both passive and dynamic contributions to
the stability of the CubeSats. Yaw motion was
stabilized simply through axis symmetry. Pitch motion
was aerodynamically stable due to the correct
deployment of the solar panels, which moved the center
of pressure was behind the center of mass. The pitch
reaction wheel was used to provide additional passive
dynamic stabilization for both the yaw and roll motions.

Stored telemetry for 7 hours (or about 4.5 orbits) was
downlinked and analyzed. A plot of the battery voltage
along with predicted battery voltage from the energy
balance model is shown in Figure 11.
The first three recorded orbits had no ground contacts,
and the orbit average load power is only 5.0 Watts,
which is less than the solar arrays can supply. The
battery is fully charged during these orbits. The last full
orbit shown has a ground contact during eclipse which
depletes the battery to about 50% depth of discharge.
The battery charge terminates at the start at the next
eclipse with the battery close to, but not fully charged.
The end of discharge voltage is not accurately predicted
by the energy balance model. While it is likely that
there is inaccuracy in the model, another possible factor
is that the battery experienced some capacity fade prior
to launch. Further testing needs to be conducted to
identify the causes of the capacity fade. Some possible
causes include storage at full charge prior to launch,
temperature extremes experienced during ground
testing, and cycle life during ground testing. In general,
battery temperature was lower in flight than had been
predicted in ground testing. During hot temperature
plateaus in thermal vacuum testing, battery
temperatures approached 40 C, however, in flight
battery temperatures ranged from 0 C to 24 C. While
complete data is not available, it is not believed that the
battery heaters ever turned on during flight.

Each CubeSat also utilized active magnetic rate
damping through the use of a magnetometer and
magnetic torque coils. A modified B-dot control law
was used with spacecraft position inputs, and the IGRF
model stored onboard. Two assumptions were made for
the system:
If the initial tip-off rates are large, the derivative of
the field vector with respect to the inertial frame is
considered negligible (the classical B-dot law)

2.

After a brief period of time, passive aerodynamic
and dynamic stability coupled with the active B-dot
law will remove the majority of rates and errors.

Using these assumptions, the B-dot control law
becomes:



 d CO / I {B}I  {B}B
dt


{M }  k 

 



(1)

where B = Magnetic Field Vector, Co/I = Direction
cosine matrix relating inertial frame to the orbit frame,
M = control dipole vector, and k = scalar gain. This
modified control law coupled with the inherent passive
control removes body rates, and aligns the body frame
with the orbit frame without the need for attitude
determination.

Solar Array Data
The only solar array data available was downlinked in
real time during ground station passes, so the solar
array telemetry over a full orbit is not available. As a
general comment based on the review of the real time
data, the solar arrays performed as expected.
Temperatures for illuminated deployed panels were in
the range of -35 C to +55 C depending on the amount
of sun incident on the panel. Temperatures for
illuminated body mounted panels were in the range of 0
C to +35 C. The peak current from a solar array was
472 mA, which closely matched the X-25 data taken for
the 2 cell panels.
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1.

The effectiveness of this system was obvious when
contact with each CubeSat was achieved after the first
orbit. Stable attitude was determined by the slow,
cyclical
fluctuations
in
the
magnetometer
measurements.
On 22 Dec. 2010, the period for QbX2 was
approximately 91.6 minutes. The following plot
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represents the cyclical nature of the magnetometer data

4

with a frequency nearly identical to the orbital period.
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Figure 12: Measured magnetometer data for several orbits, closely matching the actual orbital periods.

Table 2: Variations in the identification within the Falcon9 CubeSats.
QbX1

QbX2

9‐Dec‐10

F

B

11‐Dec‐10

D

B

13‐Dec‐10

E

B

13‐Dec‐10

F

B

14‐Dec‐10

1

D,F,J

B

15‐Dec‐10

2

D,F,J

B

15‐Dec‐10

E

B

15‐Dec‐10

F

B

3

F

B

16‐Dec‐10
1.
2.
3.
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Data unavailable at time of
publication.
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NOPS narrows it down to 37247 (D), 37249 (F), and 37252 (J)
Dahlgren data reflects JSpOC numbering swaps
All groups finalized their IDs
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Figure 13: Orbit Altitudes for Falcon-9 COTS DEMO 1 CubeSats

addition to correct identification of each CubeSat. We
were not able to get JSpOC support until late into the
second day of operations, and even then the updates
were not provided every day. The following figure
represents the distance between the CubeSats from the
first observations on 9 Dec 2010, until midway through
the day on 14 Dec 2010 based upon the updates to the
TLEs. The distances are relative to Object B (QbX2,
which was the first ejected CubeSat). This reflects the
difficulty in determining CubeSat identifications due to
the large shifts in ephemeris updates.

Mission Duration
QbX1 was on orbit for 29 days, while QbX2 was on
orbit for 39 days. The following plot reflects the time
on orbit for all of the CubeSats based upon the updated
TLEs from Dahlgren.
Object Identification
Due to their close proximity and similar sizes, it was
very difficult to correctly identify which CubeSats
belonged to which organization. CubeSats were ejected
30 seconds apart, with QbX1 and QbX2 spaced so their
release was 2 minutes from each other. Radar Cross
Section values proved to be of little utility in making a
determination of ID, in addition to the numbering
swaps that occurred. The following table shows our
identification of our two CubeSats. There were
multiple estimates even from orbit to orbit throughout
the course of the first few days of the mission.

Table 3: Final Space-Track object IDs.

Several days were needed for the relative distances
between the CubeSats to increase. Due to the growing
distance, we were able to use Doppler measurements in
addition to the Acquisition of Signal and Loss of Signal
times. The updated ephemeris from Space-Track.org for
each CubeSat was initially changing dramatically from
just the previous pass. Therefore, constant changes
were made to the ephemeris estimates for each day in
Arnold
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Figure 14

Network sites are distributed for worldwide coverage
and have a common RF front end that uses the DoD
SGLS protocol. As of now, there is no RF standard for
CubeSats. Most use proprietary systems.

CONCLUSIONS
As an enabling technology, CubeSats can be utilized as
stand-alone systems capable of accomplishing many
space-based applications. Communications and optical
payloads are completely feasible. Also, their use as
fractionated platforms would allow previously
impractical concepts to be realized.
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